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QUESTION 1

Select three benefits that ADF Data Controls provide. (Choose three.) 

A. They abstract the Ul developer from the technology used to implement business logic. 

B. They reduce the need to write managed beans. 

C. They automate Ajax updates to the Ul. 

D. They enable drag-and-drop of data objects to Ul component bindings. 

E. They directly connect your Ul to the database tables. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

You have two entities, ItemEO and ProductEO. ItemEO contains the Orderld, ttemld, Productld, Price, and Quantity
attributes. ProductEO contains the Id, ProductName, and ListPrice attributes You need to return rows as shown in the
table Orderld 

Itemld Productld ProductName 

34321 

Ski hat 100? 38997 Downhill ski poles 

30315 

Swim goggles 31876 Baseball mitt How would you create a view object to encapsulate these rows? (Choose the best
answer) 

A. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and add ProductEO as a reference entity. 

B. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and modify the generated query to include SELECT ProductEO
NAME. ProductEOJD, FROM S_PRODUCT ProductEO. 

C. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and modify the WHERE clause to include ItemEO PRODUCTJD =
ProductEO ID 

D. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and create a view criteria to add ttemEO PRODUCTJD - :productld.
Define productld as a bind variable to be passed in by the Ul 

E. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and change the query mode to Expert Define the query as SELECT
Item ORDJD, Item ITEMJD, Item.PRODUCTJD, Product.NAME, FROM SJTEM Item JOIN S_PRODUCT Product ON
ltem.PRODUCT_ID=Productld. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3
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Which method must you override to ensure that messages are logged each time bind variable values are set in an
application? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. bindParametersForCollection() method in any ViewObjectlmpI that uses bind variables 

B. setBindVahables() method in any ViewObjectlmpI that uses bind variables 

C. bindParametersForCollectionO method in the super-class of ViewObjectlmpI 

D. bindParametersForCollectionO method in the super-class of ApplicationModulelmpI 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which option represents the expression you would use to determine if a user belongs to the administrator role? (Choose
the best answer.) 

A. #{securityContext.userinRolefadministrator\\']} 

B. adf.context.securityContext.role.administrator 

C. #{securityContextuserGrantedResource [administrator1]} 

D. sfadfSecurity.userlnRolefadministrator\\']} 

E. adf.context.secuhtyContext.userlnRole.administrator 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two options represent techniques that you would use together to deploy an ADF application? (Choose two.) 

A. Deploy an EAR file by using Enterpnse Manager. 

B. Create an EAR deployment profile in JDeveloper. 

C. Deploy a WAR file by using Ant or ojdeploy. 

D. Create a JAR deployment profile for a shared library in JDeveloper. 

E. Deploy a WAR file by using Enterprise Manager 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

you nave wnnen a uroovy vanaaiion expression ror me tmpioyees enuiy ODjea. now wouia you customize ine error
message to snow rne vaiue 01 rne LastName attribute as all uppercase? (Choose the best answer.) 
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A. Add a token to the validation error message and define the token value as LastName toUpperCase(). 

B. Add a token to the validation error message and define the token value as adf.object.hints toUpperCase. 

C. Add a token to the validation error message and define the token value as adf.object.hints value toUpperCase 

D. Manually change the error string in the ModelBundle.properties file to be uppercase. 

E. insert adf error raise ("" + LastName tollpperCaseO) into the validation code as part of the failure processing. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two statements describe the characteristics of a view object? 

A. it represents a row in the specified database table. 

B. it represents an association between two entity objects. 

C. it encapsulates a SQL query and simplifies working with data from a database. 

D. it allows data to be ordered based on an ORDER clause. 

E. it must include every attribute defined in an underlying entity object. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

View the Exhibit 

Which two modifications would you make in the task flow so that RegisterRouter displays the appropriate page
depending on the user type and subsequently displays the confirmation page? (Choose two.) 

A. Define the isCustomer outcome in RegisterRouter 
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B. Create a global control flow rule pointing to CustomerPage 

C. Create a control flow rule from EmployeePaqe to Confirmation 

D. Change the default activity from Register to RegisterRouter. 

E. Set the isEmployee outcome to #{FALSE}. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two statements are true about developing applications for different clients? (Choose two.) 

A. ADF can be used to build web applications for mobile devices that have browsers, such as tablets and smart
phones. 

B. ADF Business Components need to be developed uniquely depending on the type of client accessing them. 

C. ADF can be used to build applications where Microsoft Excel is the Ul client. 

D. it is necessary to develop completely different applications for mobile browsers, desktop browsers, and other clients. 

E. ADF can be used to deploy server-based web applications as native mobile device applications. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

Which statement is false? (Choose the best answer) 

A. A panelDashboard has the same rowHeight (or all the rows 

B. AFStretchWidth in the style class of a panelGroupLayout causes it to fi II the page horizontally 

C. panelGroupLayout cannot have a vertical scroll bar 

D. panelBox stretches if placed inside a panelStretchLayout center facet 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You create a new ADF Faces page called emp.jspx and bind some data controls to that page. You notice a file called
empPageDef.xml. What is this file for? (Choose best Answer) 

A. it is the page definition that contains the XML representation of the page layout and the components on that page. 

B. it is a template file into which you can write any managed bean code. 

C. it js the page template definition file that represents the chosen quick start layout. 
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D. it is the file that contains the definition of the bindings to your data-bound components. 

E. it defines the binding context for all pages in your application. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Where could you write code to change the color of a JSF input text component if the value of the salary field on the
same page is higher than a fixed value? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. in a backing bean 

B. in the validation for the view object\\'s salary attribute 

C. in the CSS file that defines the skin for the application 

D. in a custom validator defined at the field level 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two are reasons why you might set the bind variables of a view object at run time programmatically rather than
using the declarative features of the framework? (Choose two.) 

A. The framework can set only one bind variable declaratively on each view object query. Attempting to set more bind
variables requires a programmatic solution. 

B. After a bind variable is set using the declarative method, its value is immutable unless updated programmatically. 

C. In all cases, ADF developers should code solutions rather than using declarative solutions 

D. The bind variable is derived by calling a Java method rather than receiving the value from a user. 

E. The bind variable value entered by and understandable by a user must be modified using Java code to a value that
can actually be used in a query. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 14

Which two statements are true about the Key Exists validator? (Choose two.) 

A. it always issues a select to the database to ensure all data is up to date. 

B. it first checks the cache for match and then goes to the database only if necessary. 

C. it cannot validate any data changes that happened in the current transaction that have not yet been committed to the
database. 
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D. it can validate any data changes that happened in the current transaction that have not yet been committed to the
database. 

E. it can be used only with attributes that are defined as primary keys in the database. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 15

Consider the validation code in a Shipping entity object that is designed to ensure that the date ordered is
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